
107GROUP
Grow Your Team. Scale Your Business

 Full-Service 

Development Agency
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Group 107 brings together innovators, tech experts, and global

companies to turn creative ideas into thriving businesses. Our team

merges design prowess with deep tech knowledge to tackle

challenges from both user and business angles, delivering solutions

that enhance user experience and create value.

 FULL-SERVICE 
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

107GROUP



WE DELIVER CUTTING-EDGE
SOLUTIONS FOR:

 Enterprise Software Development

 Apps Development

 DevOps

 Premium Offshore Software Development

 AI integrations

 Web Development

Data Engineering

 Recruitment services

107GROUP
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KEY ADVANTAGES:

Full transparency

Fast and effective recruitment cycles

with the best in class candidates 

High employee loyalty and

engagement

Professional onsite Israel it team

management

PREMIUM OFFSHORE 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

107GROUP
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Group 107 provides the best dedicated teams of

offshore software developers, data analyzers,

digital marketing wizards and any team

member of clients desire, to make sure they are

scaling up at their desired pace.

 Understanding the importance of having the right people in

your team, we recruit thebest specialists based on your

technical requirements and time-frame needs.



WEB DEVELOPMENT

Group 107 provides a range of software

development services to its clients, including

web development, apps development, and

enterprise software development.

Group 107 specialized in web development

focuses on providing customized WordPress

solutions, as well as a wide range of both

FrontEnd and BackEnd technologies.

Our web development services are designed to create

high-quality, responsive, and user-friendly websites

that align with clients' business goals.

107GROUP
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The company's expert web developers specialize in

creating, engaging, user-friendly, and high-performance

websites that meet the specific needs of clients.



APPS DEVELOPMENT

Group 107's app development services are

customized to focus on the specialized

wants of each client. 

Our developers have advanced skills in iOS

and Android development, as well as web

development technologies such as React and

Angular and can deliver high-quality apps that

meet the expectations of the clients.
The company has experience creating a wide range of

apps, from simple business applications to complex

enterprise-level systems.

107GROUP
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ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

Our enterprise software development services are

designed to provide customized solutions that help

businesses streamline their operations, improve

efficiency, and achieve their business goals.

Our developers have expertise in a range of enterprise

software development technologies and tools, and they work

closely with clients to create customized solutions that are

addressing the specific requirements.

107GROUP
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AI INTEGRATIONS

107GROUP
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KEY ADVANTAGES:

 Improved productivity: AI technologies can automate repetitive tasks and streamline

workflows, freeing up employees to focus on higher-level tasks that require human expertise.

Enhanced decision-making: AI solutions can analyze vast amounts of data and provide

valuable insights that can inform better decision-making processes.

Cost savings: Automating tasks and workflows can lead to significant cost savings for

businesses over time.

Increased efficiency: AI technologies can optimize processes and workflows, reducing the

time and resources required to complete tasks.

Competitive advantage: By incorporating AI solutions, businesses can gain a competitive

edge by improving their operations and staying ahead of industry trends.
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AI INTEGRATIONS

Group 107 is a leading provider of AI integration

services designed to help businesses incorporate

AI technologies into their existing systems and

processes. 

With a team of experienced experts, they develop, implement

and integrate tailored AI solutions that can significantly

improve productivity, automate tasks, and enhance decision-

making processes.

Group 107's team will help you understand, manage, teach your staff and

implement the right AI tool for the right usage with maximum value.



DEVOPS SERVICES

107GROUP
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 DevOps as a service is a comprehensive solution offered by Group 107

that streamlines the software development and deployment process.

 It involves a combination of tools,

processes, and practices that enable

collaboration between development and

operations teams to deliver high-quality

software faster and with greater efficiency.

 The company provides services such as

continuous integration and delivery,

infrastructure automation, and cloud

migration to help businesses scale their

operations and improve their agility.



DEVOPS SERVICES

107GROUP
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Group 107's DevOps service streamlines software development by enabling team

collaboration through tools and processes. Their services like continuous integration,

infrastructure automation, and cloud migration aid business scalability and agility, ensuring

faster launches, higher reliability, and cost efficiency while upholding quality standards.

DevOps service accelerates the software development cycle with best practices like

iterative development, automated testing, and seamless integration. This harmonizes

development and operations, yielding shorter cycles, faster feedback, and adaptability to

changing needs. Tailored DevOps practices aid in cultural transitions, fostering

collaboration and productivity, ultimately delivering superior software outcomes. The goal is

to speed up delivery, boost agility, and keep businesses competitive in a swiftly evolving

tech landscape.



DATA ENGINEERING
107GROUP
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Group 107 provides comprehensive Data Engineering Services tailored to meet the evolving data needs

of modern organizations. Our Data Engineering Services encompass a range of solutions designed to

transform and manage data effectively, enabling businesses to make data-driven decisions and gain a

competitive edge.

Key components of our Data Engineering Services include:

 Data Integration and ETL (Extract, Transform, Load)
 We design and implement robust data integration solutions that efficiently extract, transform, and load data

from various sources into a unified and accessible format.

 Data Warehousing and Modeling
 We develop data warehousing solutions and effective data modeling strategies to ensure that data is stored

efficiently and in a structured manner, facilitating efficient querying and analysis.

Data Pipeline Development
 We design and build data pipelines to automate the movement and transformation of data, enabling real-time

or batch processing for actionable insights and reporting.

Big Data Processing and Analytics
 We leverage big data technologies and analytics platforms to process and analyze large volumes of data,

uncovering valuable insights and patterns crucial for business decision-making.



RECRUITMENT SERVICES
107GROUP
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 We understand that sourcing and evaluating the right candidates is crucial for the success of any

organization. Therefore, our team of dedicated recruiters is committed to helping you find the most

promising contenders who possess the necessary social aptitudes and specialized skills.

Our services include:

 Sourcing promising contenders:
  We have access to a large pool of highly qualified and pre-vetted candidates who are actively

seeking employment. Our recruiters use cutting-edge technology to find the most relevant

candidates for your vacancies.

 Evaluating applicants based on their social aptitudes and specialized skills:
  Our recruiters are trained to evaluate candidates based on their social aptitudes and specialized

skills. We use a range of assessment tools and techniques to ensure that we provide you with

the most suitable candidates.

 Dedicated recruiter for your organization:
  We provide you with a dedicated recruiter who works exclusively for your organization. This

ensures that the recruiter understands your organization's culture and values and is better

equipped to find the right candidates.Recruiting consultation and advice: We provide recruiting

consultation and advice to help you optimize your recruiting process. Our team of experts can

provide you with insights and guidance on best practices, industry trends, and more.

 In Group 107 we unlock the potential of your company by providing top-notch

recruiting services.



107GROUP
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Ryze

designed by

Awesome, powered

by Group 107.

Evergent

designed by

Awesome, powered

by Group 107.

Ahoy

designed by

Awesome, powered

by Group 107.

Central Academy

designed and

powered by Group 107.

Route Perfect

designed and

powered by Group 107.

Priority website

designed by

Awesome, powered

by Group 107.

Dynamo website

designed by

Awesome, powered

by Group 107.

HTA

designed by

Awesome, powered

by Group 107.

CASE STUDIES

https://ryzebeyond.com/
https://evergent.com/
https://www.ahoy.insure/
https://thecentralacademy.com/
https://www.routeperfect.com/
https://www.priority-software.com/
https://dynamo.fyi/
https://www.htafc.co.il/
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SavySecurity

designed by Awesome,

powered by Group 107.

Simplex

designed by Awesome,

powered by Group 107.

Nova website

designed by Awesome,

powered by Group 107.

CASE STUDIES

https://www.savvy.security/
https://www.simplex3d.com/
https://www.novami.com/


107GROUP
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OUR CLIENTS

https://cannabotech.com/
https://leoride.co/
https://web.levent.io/
https://www.playermaker.com/
https://gem-plan.com/
https://www.priority-software.com/
https://imtc.com/
https://www.yellowhead.com/
https://vibodj.com/
https://home.valuecard.co.il/
https://straffic.io/
https://radgreen.com/
https://ifunds-capital.co.il/en/
https://www.routeperfect.com/
https://www.getblend.com/
https://wingz.az/home
https://www.ahoy.insure/
https://evergent.com/
https://ryzebeyond.com/
https://meitar.com/en/
https://www.fibi.co.il/wps/portal/
https://sygo.co.il/
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107GROUP

 Strong partnership doesn’t just happen, any successful business should be

based on trust, open communication, shared goals and values.

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

 Partnering is the key factor in achieving fulminate growth.

 By forming strategic alliances and collaborations, you can tap into new markets,

access new resources, and give new breath to your organization.

 We are more than proud to be partners with leading technology companies that give us the

unique access to innovative solutions, resources, and allow us to stay ahead of the curve.

 COMMISSION BASED
(AFFILIATE MARKETING)

 REVENUE SHARING

 PARTNERSHIP OFFERS

 JOINING VENTURES

 The partner will pay to

Group 107 a % to each sale

generated to the patnership

Both companies are agreed

to share of their revenue

generated from the

patnership

Both companies come

together to create a

product or service, with

each company investing

resources and sharing PNL
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107GROUPWANT TO HEAR WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY ABOUT US?
FEEL FREE TO CONTACT

Ahoy

Amit Nisenbaum

amit@ahoy.insure

Ifunds

Dor Lan

dani@ifunds-capital.co.il

Blend

Hila Shitrit Nissim

hilas@getblend.com

 Redis (USA, Israel)

 Guy Korland, CTO

 guy.korland@redis.com

+972 54-211-2789

 VIBO (USA)

 Michael Mahler,

Founder & CEO 

 michael@vibodj.com

+972 52-523-6479

 Z2A digital (Israel)

 Raphael Green, Co-

founder and CEO

 raphi@z2adigital.com

+972 54-255-7979

 Green Tree marketing

(Romania)

 Tal Tonor, CTO

 tan@gtmarketing.ro

 +972 52-521-9166

 BuyWith (USA, Israel)

 Eyal Sinai, Co-founder &

CTO

 eyal@buywith.com, 

+972 54-227-7104

 IMTC (USA)

 Raphael Schmideg,

COO

 sc@imtc.com

+1 (914) 224-0224

Ryze

Dor Lan

dor.lan@ryzebeyond.com

 yellowHEAD (Israel)

 Shai Karmi, Founder

and CEO

 shai@yellowhead.pro

+972 50-987-6666



VP OF CUSTOMER SUCCESS

OSHRI BARMOHA

107GROUP

oshri@isaelit.pro | +38 063 17 57 819


